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Cinzia Ruggeri is eighteen years old, she paints, she lives in Milan in Piazza della Repubblica and at her 
home there is a vertical piano, quite a good one, but she doesn’t play it and even other people seldom do 
it: it is made of light wood. 
One day, returning home at dusk (the time is probably relevant), she found scattered on the floor, at the 
foot of the piano, a number of notes, most of them demisemiquavers: they were well shaped, about the 
size of a walnut. 
Cinzia thought that during her absence, the piano was played by someone poorly accustomed to society’s 
good manners, crumbling music all around as rude people do. But she didn’t pay much attention to it. 
Also, there was no one to ask to at home. And later she forgot about it. 
The next morning, as usual with her, Cinzia woke up very late (never going to sleep before half past two 
or three am) and found the notes still scattered around the piano; actually it seemed to her that there 
were more than the night before. Therefore she called the housekeeper. 
"Maria, why didn’t you clean under the piano?" 
"Of course I cleaned up, miss. I did it last night. I've never seen so much dirt. And who hard it was. 
Those things were crazily heavy. And what a noise they did down to the rubbish hole. Do you know that 
the doorman buzzed to protest?” 
The matter wasn’t clear and in any other house there would have been an investigation about it. But 
Cinzia is a very clever girl; and immediately realized that it was a sign. 
Thus, the notes entered her life ( it’s a story happened two years ago). And now, those ovoids of 
pleasant appearance, not only are in the passage room where the piano is, but they also are scattered in 
Cinzia's bedroom, even between the bed covers or inside the bedding’s drawers, growing bigger, thick 
and heavy each day. Until Cinzia had to realise that they weren’t notes anymore but that they became 
stones, round and ancient, smoothed by the sea, by the wind, by the passing of time and by the thought 
that perhaps, one day, they would have meet in a skyscraper a young lady named Cinzia.  
As can be seen in some of the paintings in this exhibition, the stones of Cinzia have now assumed 
considerable proportions, some are as big as a human head, some other like a two months old pig, and 
some like a full blown bagpipe. They conglomerate forming some of their special architectures. They 
have an authoritarian look, they seems to master the situation, they have a personality. In my opinion, 
Cinzia, should be satisfied, in my opinion, and keep them happy. Those stones are good for her, they 
offer her a "ubi consistam" and then it can’t be said that their repertoire is exhausted. If only she 
flattered them a little, who knows how many and what new developments they will be able to devise. 
But we know how restless young people are, especially nowadays. Those beautiful stones, that Cinzia 
loved so much, and still do, some days oppress her. She has the feeling of being overwhelmed and 
dominated by them, of being their slave. Hence she oppose to the stones trying to liquefy them, to 
smash them or to to break them up, how ungrateful! And indeed sometimes she succeeds. The stones 
decompose in blocks of cotton or of steam, in filaments, in mucilages that have nothing human about it. 
Moreover, in some days, Cinzia starts to rain beating on the stones reducing them to confused 
hallucinated spectra, to possessed puddles, in which sudden lights mirror with long painful reflections, as 
in Carducci’s poem to the railway. 
It is up to the critics to speak their mind on the pictorial, the material point of view, etc ..  
In my personal opinion, Cinzia’s rainy outbreaks are not bad at all. And I would advise her to dig in, 
without forgetting her good and honest stones (the musical notes are now no more than a memory). But 
how do you know? Those who know her say that Cinzia is a little crazy. Who knows what new and 
unpredictable loves she is already meditating. Those who live will see. 

 
 


